1 Label the pictures.

**Kitchen**
1. Fridge
2. Microwave
3. Washing machine
4. Stove

**Bathroom**
1. Bathtub
2. Sink
3. Toilet
4. Mirror

**Living Room**
1. Sofa
2. TV
3. Bookshelf
4. Chair
5. Lamp
6. Coffee table
7. Side table
8. Bed
9. Curtains
10. Drawers
2 Reorder the letters and write the words.

0 petcar   carpet            
1 stairups            
2 agegra            
3 roomthab            
4 llah            
5 oorfl            
6 chenkit            
7 rood            
8 owdstairsn            
9 ednarg            
10 doiwnw            

4 Write the questions. Then write the answers.

0   chairs / your kitchen ? – □
Are there any chairs in your kitchen?
Yes, there are.

1   desk / your bedroom ? – □

2   shower / your bathroom ? – □

3   plants / Erin’s bedroom ? – □

4   computers / Zac’s house ? – □

5   sofa / your dining room ? – □

6   lamp / your hall ? – □

7   wardrobes / your dining room ? – □

8   lamp / Leo’s bedroom ? – □

9   windows / your garage ? – □

10   bookcase / your bathroom ? – □

3 Write the furniture words.

0    s o f a
1    m __ r r __ __
2    a __ m c __ __ r
3    c __ p b __ __ d
4    c __ o __ k
5    t __ l __ v __ __ __ n
6    b __ __ k c __ __
7    s __ e __ f
8    c __ r t __ __ __
9    l __ __ p
10   w __ __ d r __ __ __
5 Complete the sentences with some or any.
0 There aren’t ___ any ___ curtains in my bathroom.
1 There are __________ mirrors in the bathroom.
2 Are there __________ windows in your garage?
3 There aren’t __________ lamps in the bathroom.
4 There are __________ books in the bookcase.
5 There aren’t __________ armchairs in the living room.
6 Are there __________ chairs in the dining room?
7 There aren’t __________ plants in my bedroom.
8 There are __________ lamps in the living room.
9 There aren’t __________ mirrors in the garage.
10 There are __________ cupboards in the kitchen.

6 Complete the sentences with the correct word.
0 The plant is __________ the fridge.
1 The cooker is _______ the fridge.
2 The trainers are ______ the fridge.
3 The dog is __________ the cooker.
4 The bag is __________ of the cooker.
5 The trainers are __________ the washing machine.
6 The table is __________ the washing machine.
7 The T-shirt is ___ the washing machine.
8 The bag is _______ the table.
9 The cat is _______ the washing machine.
10 The chair is _______ the table.
7 Complete the dialogue with the words below.
     borrow / all / sorry / very / OK / Can / isn’t / CD Player / mobile phone / on / under

Holly: Hi, Ella, is there a 0 CD Player in here?
Ella: Hi, Holly. No, there 1 ______, sorry.
Holly: This is a fantastic MP3 player. Can I 2 ____________________ it?
Ella: No, 3 ___________. I need it today.
Holly: OK, 4 ________________ I borrow your mobile phone?
Ella: Yes, 5 ___________. Here you are.
Holly: Thanks 6 ________________ much!
Dan: Hi, Holly. Is this your mobile phone
7 ________________ the table?
Holly: Hi, Dan. No, that’s Ella’s mobile phone, my phone is 8 __________ the book.
Dan: Can I borrow your 9 ________, Ella?
Ella: Oh, 10 ________________ right!
Dan and Holly: Thanks, Ella!

8 Circle the correct response.
0 Can I borrow your pen?
a) Yes, OK.  b) Thank you.  c) Sorry.
1 Can I borrow your MP3 player?
a) It’s fantastic!  b) Yes, here you are.  c) There aren’t any.
2 Is there a computer in the study?
a) Oh, all right.  b) Hello!  c) Yes, there is.
3 I live in a semi-detached house.
a) No, sorry. I need it.  b) Thank you.
c) My house is detached.
4 No, sorry, the battery’s flat.
a) Here you are.  b) OK.  c) It’s in my bag.
5 Here you are.
a) Goodbye.  b) Thanks very much!
c) Sorry, I need it.
6 Is there a television in your classroom?
a) It’s fantastic!  b) Yes, there are.
c) No, there isn’t.
7 Can I borrow your mobile phone?
a) Yes, she can.  b) Oh, all right.
c) Let’s have a look.
8 Here you are.
a) Sorry.  b) Hello!  c) Thank you.
9 What do you think?
a) Here you are.  b) It’s great!  c) Thanks.
10 Where’s Polly’s bag?
a) It’s under the chair.  b) They’re under the table.
c) She needs it.

GOOD LUCK!